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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD \-

//,.

Subj : USS RENSHAW (DDE-499) Visit to the Atoll of LIKIEP
5-6 March 1954

Ref : (a) Phonecon from Gordon Facer, DOE, on 22 May 79, re-
garding the New Marshallese Government’s request
for information about a Navy ship reported to have
been at the Atoll of LIKIEP in early March 1954

Encl : (1) Deck Log entries 5-6 March 1954 for the USS RENSHAW
(DDE-499)

(2) Document concerning Long Term Activity Estimates
for the Northern Marshall Islands

1. Reference (a) indicates that the New Marshallese Government
is attempting to locate any measurements or pictures that may
have been taken at the Atoll of LIKIEP several days after the
detonation of Operation CASTLE, Shot BRAVO in early March 1954.
Their interest has focused on a Navy ship that is reported to
have arrived at the atoll, unloaded instruments, and taken some
pictures at that time.

2. The deck log of the USS RENSHAW (DDE-499) for Friday 5 March
1954 indicates that the ship arrived at the Atoll of LIKIEP that
evening. The log makes no mention of off–loading instrumentation
or of taking any pictures. Other entries indicate that a landing
party departed for LIKIEP Island at 0705 on Saturday 6 Mar 1954
and returned to the ship at 0937 that morning. The RENSHAW de-
parted the Atoll of LIKIEP at 1133 on 6 March 1954.. Copies of
these entries are included as enclosure (1) .

3. The log of the RENSHAW does not make mention that she had any
scientific personnel on board or that she was involved in any
special survey operations. It is, of course, possible that when
the landing party went ashore, some type of instrumentation might
have been taken along. None of the currently available data, how–
ever, provides any information on the results of such measurements
and it does not appear likely that any final reports would include
results of such specifics as these.

4. Enclosure (2) ,entitled, “Long Term Activity Estimates for
the Northern Marshall Islands” (unknown source) has been located
which provides information on Marshall Islands affected by BRAVO
and YANKEE fallout, Although LIKIEP is not included in Table 5,
the island of AILUK to the northeast is listed, The table in-
dicates that the dose rates at one hour after detonation on AI,LUK
was 1 R/hr after BRAVO and O R\hr after YANKEE, Figure 2 indicates
that a 0.1 R/hr fallout intensity isodose line at H + ~ hrs for
Shot BRAVO ran approximately through the northern part of LIKIEP:
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00-04
Stewdng in =OmMy “*tb=USS W?*%C iti-422) ,-&ioute from Utirik ~boll to

Kwa Jelein Island i.ntcoordanoe with CTG 7.3 disp. ~kD312Z. Course 218 TtcPGc,238
PSTGC. 6pee6 11 knots. ~pa in Columl, 1.TTK?,3, 2000 yu-ds astern. T~is skip
guide and OTC. SteEml.ngOE boilers Nos. 2 and k, split,plant. Condition of reed-
iness three and mtcrlal condition3akar set. 0332, Eightod Kwajalein Glud Aero
beacon, bearing 225,T, &!L6tiGt 20 ties.

. .—— — .-— . “—_ _-
E.W. MONRO1’1,LTJG., WSNE ‘—-

Q&-08 .r-.—-.
Stea.m~g m’s befor;. “.Q528j-$/c to Z70~PW, 26o P5~GC:-

T6J=C, 295.E7YCC.
D~D, C/C to 305

061o, U% MUNR2 (DE-422) ass~ed guide, 2000 y6rds a.heed. -.0636,
C/C to 33D ?IWGC, 322 PSTGC~ 06L5, C/C to >LO !hLPOC 33G PSTGC. 06L+6,Set the
apeclal nea detail. 002 has the oonn. Captain and ~avi.gato~on the bredge, IJss
L“iR13detaahed to procee~ Ln>ependentl?. .D’710,?ilot Bos’n L.D. YG+ZIIL, -e
ebaud . 0729, Pueed between buoys Nos. 1 and 2, -standing Icto &a Pasz KXEjhlein
Atoll E~bor. - SteerlnE Tuious courses U6 at vario~ speeds cmfordn.g to the
dad. . . —- ,...

.- .- ---- . ‘“ /.; - .’-:. .
<,, --- -- ‘J4.L. “RW?

-OB-~ : .‘
. .

,’ . ,.. .-.
Ste-E ES before, 0929; Capteln hes -the~nn.’. 0832,-Koored stBrboarcisioe

to Ba-tb Eesy, KwejaleiriAtoll Harbor , witk ~tand~rd maorin& lines. ~hips preserit
lnolude veiri>usunits of the U.S. Pcci?ic Fleet. “SOFA is tOQTATSTA, _liw%j&lefn. DE31
Pilot Bos’n L.D. l’SR-.ILL,Nft the aLip. -0836, S.ecuretithe apechel sea neceil.
0642, ToJ-\Av.STf.,Xwejal.eh-csune aboard. 0?50, 6eturea boiler ?io.2. bofier”No: 4
b-use for nrci.liary purposea. - 0902, :WiXAWTA, S~jnleifi left the ship. 0913,
Discberked Y>l+civillcz evacuees from Utlrik AtoI1.. 0940, Made daily tispectio~
ofuJG@zW antiamokclebs powd~p ae&ple8; renditions noEcE1.
alon~side to-po~t.

1000, ZiOG73 cme
1042, Comroenoedfuelln~ fion YOG 73, draft fii.-ij+’s“,--a~t

13’ .1”. -- :-, ‘- . . ,-
—— —..-.-n -~: ---2. ------. — ... ---..12216- ---..;- .. . -- --., &@l&~’;:~=~:”:.:_:-..

-.. . --:
l!oored as before. -J2D6, Li@te~ fires under boiler N;. Z, nnd eo~encefi

+mktig all Preparations for gettin~ underway. 1226, Compfeted fueling, dreft Ywii,
13’ 9“, aft 13’2”. 130~, -~o~plets6 all preparations for gettln~ underway. Cut
illboiler HR. -2-an6 A, On-the main steam line, 1304, Major kobert D.-fXiEA,050782E,
usA,-eulaMr. Lel*biti,.b, Mareba.llese interpreter came aboard. - lj97;l-mdemrsy for
LMfep Atall~n compli.nbce=clt.bverbal orders from HTP 7. Steatc.lnEmnboilers lies.
2 ad 4, apllt plant.’ Special Ee6 6etailfiset...Nterlel wndition ?3akerset.
Captain at the mn.n, Kavleator on tbe bri.dgq. .13U+,Steering various courses and
at various Bpeeds to confom to the channel. DOD was given the -u.- 13L6, Passed
between buogs Nos. 1 and 2, took departure for Lfkiep Atoll, set base course 180 T,
speed 18 knots. 1348. Secured the mpecled uea tletall,eet condition of rcedlnezs
three. 1355, C/C h 127 T&PGC, 227 ESTG2, J4054 ~fc to-123-.T~&C. 113 T.VG2- :
11+25,C/C to 090 T&+’GC,083 Ff7?Gc.‘1472, :C~C to 053 T&PGC, 01+6,FSTCC. -1436, C/c
to 052 WCC, 2L53?STGC. .U47, C/S to 25knot . ..’ . . - —
.— . . .:,_

-=”-.%QWl-%Ei.?=L=’=:’
16-20 — - -’”-:.-r--–” ‘-- ~“”-.::::----~-:-.,i--: ---.--.___..._.&.,. T. .,--
.-— _ .-. ————- ---

Et*-ing ● S ‘before. .1750,T~~’r.ti~;-*\~~~~-A~~lJ~h’G~ ‘DBO~. ,,fistut 25
.—.. .— .—. 4 — — ._ . .

miles. 1828, C/C to 9E5 TKPGC,lY791’STL%.4/S*D’=*ts: 1851, C/C to D~ Tkp~,
D74 mix. -Settie special he~ dots.1.ls.-41DD&t the $onn._Caltal.n and the Navig&tor
Qn the brkd~a. 2Steerbg vartiux couraas and=t vartius speeds ●tandlng into ~ikiep
Atoll tigoon. ~A925,hptain*t*he+onn. .J916+~X ~tieB *tPPP~. *chvP@dfi
Likiep Lagoon; In 23 fathoms of water, sand and coral bottom, 9L fathom Df ~ain
to the port anohor on the followlng .beeri.n:-a;Zla& Staff MklOP Is~~d, ~05 ~.,
?ntrance Island 252’T, Knenuuwm Island ‘1267. –192$, -secured*be apsckl aek detail.
1935, %ecnred%oll~rNo; Z.- SOllar po. :LAln

7
e for =uxlllary pur~oaes. ‘SMPE

~renent~ VSSX.XXS?’W. _130PA~B ~.t). RZ:SIU”L– “––. “ 7’- I : -
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FlaEsteff, Lfilep Island, 105 T., Entrance Isl;nd 252 T., Xnenuuwe~ lnlan~, 12bT.’ ‘
SLIP in condition of raa6i.ne6sZouv. amterinl contition Baker net. Boiler 1:0.4
h ui3e for ●uxiliary purposes. +.kips p

. .. . . . . .
.. .—-——- .- .—— .- — -. J.A “---h, LTJG., lJShT,,

.
OL!-38

bchorefi as before. 0709, Llghtea flrea onder-kmilar”flo.2,xo5ma2cet Win&
all p:eptrations for getti~ undcrway.- D7D5, hindlq party depsrtet for Likiep
Island. - ---

● --’.-- .-. :-...’
~__--:.. —- ..:+ : -4——‘%%%#LTJG., &. ‘-”-
. ----- ---- ____ .-. _- . . .

08-12-!-----’ .-- ”””
tichoreo ● E before. 0B27,-CDt in boilers NOB. 2 nm 4, on Y.EeJmeinetea.kline.

OE40, Cocpletea all preparntionz for -gettin~untierway. 0937, Eecoverei
~;:’;:;;

E;: i;?;;B:’*;t::c; o:B:::E:: W%W?%R ;::::%.:::1 CO??’titinrl
Baker eet. Maneu7erh~ -o clear the ~ch~ra~e. Cnptalm at t~e corm, -NarigEtor
on the bridge. 09k4, Steering v.=riousoourEes and at ~brio~ sPeeC~, staodin6
out of Likiep Atoll LacooD. 0951, Cleared the channel and took departure for
J-o Island, set QOWSe 180 T&lZX,. 168 PST’*, speec 17 hots.
th Cone.

0952, 001 ws giver
095L, C/C to 100 lkPGC, .093 PSTGC. .C/S %0 22 knots.. 0957, SecureC

tm special sba detail, met oonflitlofiOi readiness tcrec. .“1000, Mode daily -
inspection of mag&zlnbs”anC amokelcss powder *mples; conditl~na normnl. 1010, -
C/C to 0~~ T&’PIX, 0J+7PS1’GC. 1022, C/C to DL7 T&PGC, 040 PSTGC. iW, C/C to
c30 TK-PGC~.~22~c4. 105E, -Qptain at the COm-..”“C/C%oW5fi?GC, 037 HN.
c/s to 15 knols. -L103, Maneuvering at aarlou.aso”k.raesm~ at SPeeis, atencli~g
off Jano Z61and. 1115, Disembarked landiog party’. 1133, Proceetfnz on Vai-imus
courses ~d at va.r60u Speedfi,circling Jco Island for c.ba.rtfiePurPoses.
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Ste- aa before. ” ul, Jiecovemd lmndin~ qarty from Jem D“lanci.‘1252,
l?rocee~hg to Ailuk Atoll. Baae courae Db3 Tc@G2, -053 HTGC. ~peei 15 knots.
1L2L, C/C to D68 T=HX, QblWcC: -W2b, Xfl %0 272 7U.?CX,065”PSTGC. IU32,
Set the apeci61 aee Uetails~ 00D ●t tne corm, C~ptain ●nd ~avigator on tie briage.
1LJ+2,Captain has -the-OU. ti54, 5taofilngInto Aiiuk Atoll UEoan. Ateering
Yarious aour5e6 aod at -arious speeds * 7 or to the chanoel. -- - ‘-

.-. .— .-—- --”—
.-— ..-—-- — !,

Y –%- ;
‘J.w. LTJG.-,USh~ “-... ._ ._— ..—.

?. .-.. .. #._-,-
—.-— ..- ——-~ -. ___

16-20
1-—---- j-. . ..— .—

-. -- *tearing -as+efore . 3605, All e~lnas atoppe~. kchorec one mile Northwest
of Ailuk ~Elaad, In 16 fatho~ Qf writer,-coral botton, with 55 Yethoms “of chain
to the port anchor on the Youowing %ea.rln.gs:-IIneoa Island, D72 T. ,Zbmanemn
Island, 052 T.. Ailak Inlancl,152 T. Rhips present: US-S~’~d~. SO?A Aa C.O. -
Renshex.- 161.L,wcured the spcial sea de~all., d.b21+,Becured tille~ Bo. 2..,:- ..
Boiler Flo.& In Me Tor auxillary ~tipones. lb2b,~i Bembarked lan&l-ngparty. .
1759. ~din.g aarty returned. —___
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Long Term Activity Estimates
For The Northern Marshall Isl~ndj

This paper provides preliminary upper-bound estimates of the

residual ganrna activity on the northern Flarshall lslznds due to U.S.

atnmspheric testing at Bikini. These estimates are intended to be
.

indicative of the activity to be determined by up-coming detziled

surveys. Estimates are also provided for islands in the Enewetak atoll

and compared with the 1972 survey. Finally, an analysis of wind pro-

files and fzllout patterns is presented which serves to d~lineate those

northern tiarshall islands which were uncontaminated by fiillout fro:

the Bikini tests.

I. APPROACH :

After 20 yezrs or so, the principal fission products of interest

are S~O and CS137, whose characteristics are summarized beloi:.

Isotope Curie5/kt of Fraction of Half Life Dec?y Mode
Fission at H+l Total Curies .

110

‘ 322

2. 1X10-7

6.1x10-7

29Y

3oy E(1OD2) and
y(93:)

The fractional contribution of Cs
137

to the one-hour dose rate

is not the same as the fraction of total Curies at one hour since the
~J37

y energy is lower than that average energy for all fission’ pro-

ducts (.66 !4eV vs. 2 MeV). This results in a roentgen response for
~J37

that is 0.41 times that for the inventory taken as a whole. At

5ome time after burst, when Cs
137

is the only remaining fission product

q-emitter, the dose rate is given by

6(T) = 6(1 hr) [6.1x10-7 x 0.41] (0.5)T’30

where T is in years. Note that beta activity is not being considered

here on the presumption that the survey techniques distinguish between

.. Enclosure (2?)

,—
5o08q[b
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beta and ganmla. The above equation permits estimating the long term

garrrr,aactivity, provided there are one-hour dose rate measurements at

the locations of interest,

II. RESULT’S

The first step in the analysis was to compare the dose-rtite

estimates developed as prescribed above with recent surveys performed

for the Enewetak atoll. This comparison would indicate the magnitude

of the difference due to neglecting the migration of the isotopes into

the soil and plant uptake. Figure 1 is a map of the Enewetak atoll

showing the location of 3 islands chosen for the comparison--Alice,

Janet, and Yvonne. Table 1 lists the measured dose rate from the 1951-52

operations for these three islands as well as the 1972 estimates for

the CS]37 component. ‘

The 1972 survey (reported in NVOO-140) provides average exposure

rates separately for Q 137
and Co60. (This latter isotope is not a

fission product but results from weepon debris activation). In adiition,

averzge profiles are provided of Cs 137 concentration [pCi/g) versus

soii depth for Alice and Janet. It is important to note that there

evidently have been no cleanup activities (which would invalidate thE

comparisons discussed here) on Alice and Janet. Yvonne is a different

situation because of construction and earth moving activities during

the testing period. Large variations in exposure rates occur on Yvonnc;
\

thus, mean levels are misleading. For this reason, Yvonne will be dropped

Ifrom the comparison. ;

Table 2 provide; the Cs~37 survey data for Alice and Janet.

The dose rates can be compared directly with the estimates of Table 1.

AS expected, the estimates are high since anmng other reasons it W8S

mssumed that the activity was all on the surface. The soil profiles

of activity concentration versus depth can be used to develop a pseudo

dose rate by relocating the activity back to the surface. A comparison

of this value ’with the estimate is useful in that the difference is
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Table 1. Dose Rate Estimates for Enewetak

OPERATIO:{ i’EAR “ ON~-H9UR DOSE RATES * (R/HR) -

ALICE JANET YVOP;!{E

GREENHOUSE 51 550 800 - 0-1000

IVY 52 2000 2000 . 55

CASTLE 54 50 15 0

REDWING 56 430 480 550-8060

H~QDTAc~ 5!3 850 93 305-2500 ,

‘.

● DASA-1251
..

ISLAND

ALICE _

JANET

YVONNE

*c~137 ~n, y
.

., .,

1972 DOSE-RATE*
ESTIMATE (MR/HR)

.’0:7

0.7

0.2-2.0

,.
.
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Table 2. s~~ected C5137 Data from 1972 Enewetak Survey

Surface Activity Density (iKi/9)
Dose Rate as a Function of Soil Depth

Island (mr/hr) (z in cm)

: Alice .042 67exp (-.011 z), O<z <70

(47 exp (-0.67 z), O < z <8.2

Janet .025

1

22exp (-.025 z), 8,2 < z < 75

0.55 exp (-.0031 z), 75 < z < 183

5008920
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then attributable not to soil migration but rather to plant uptake and

other losses. To develop this pseudo dose rate, the followirig equation

was used: -.

I

{

.

‘max
A(Ci/m2) = p x 10-8 cx(z)dz

o

where Q is the activity density in pCi/g, z is the depth in cm, P is

the soil density (1.8g/cm3) and the factor of 10-8 provides the con-
-2 -2I version from pCi to Ci and from cm tom . The dose rate for CS]37

~ is given by

i
b(R/HR) = 6.21 A(Ci/m2)

●

1

i
i Table 3 sunrnarizes the comparison between the estimated and measured

~ Cs
137

dose rate and the..pseudo dose rate as well. As can be seen, the

I estimate is a factor of about 20 higher than the measured value and

i that roughly half of this difference can be accounted for by mectl~nisris
,,

other than soil migration. This comp~rison indicates that simple

estimates can be used to provide bounding upper limits and that it
I

might be possible to refine these estimates to within an order of

rcagni~uc!e by correcting fGr soil migration. The conditions for this

refinement would be:

a.) that for the location of interest, there had
been no cleanup or major earth moving prior
to the survey and

b.) that the soil profiles would be similar to that
found on undisturbed Enewetak islands receiving
fallout (such as Fig. 1409 of “Sunmary of Findings”
chapter of NVOO-140).

Having compared dose rate estimates with survey results for

Enewetak, we can now turn to those islands in the northern Marshalls

that were contaminated by fallout from shots at Bikini.

Because the estimating scheme being used requires the one-hour

dose rate as fnput, it is fmportant to first establish that off-site

( measuwnents were made in all cases where there was fallout on the

islands of jnterest. If these data are incomplete, estimations cannot
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Table 3. Comparison of Estimated and Measured CS
137

Activity

DosE RATE (ffR/HR) -,

ISLAF{D
INFERRED FROXI

ESTIMATE DIRECT FIEASUREME!JT SOIL P20FILE*

Alice 0.’7 .042 0.50

Janet 0.7 .025 0.10

*
Calculated by relocating activity to surface.

●

fL4TIo (EsTIHATE/MEAsuRED)
. lSLAND-

DIRECT MEASUREMENT INFERRED MEASUREMEI{T*

, Alice 17 1.4

Janet 28 7.0



be made. Table 4 summarizes the fallout pattern characteristics fro:,

the Bikini tests. The last column in most cases indicates that the

wind directions precluded fallout on the islands. The definite excep-

tions are Bravo and Yankee. For Bravo and Yankee, off-site measurenerlts

were in fact made. /{one cf the Enewetak shots resulted in fallout on

3ikini or other islands to the east, so the test operations in Table 1

car, be ignored.

~

.Figure 2 shows the Marshall Islands relative to the test loca-

tions. “The Bravo fallout pattern has been reconstructed independently

by AFSWP, NRDL and RAND using some modelling, while the Ya~kee pattern

is based on extensive surveys. The one-hour dose rates for affected

islands are given in Table 5. All of the listed islands are outside

the lowest dose-rate”[100R/HR) contour for Yankee (Rongelep is just

barely); the levels are stated only to”the nearest decade since

extrapolation had to be used. The range of values for Rongelap and

Ronge’rik is due tc the variation of the Bravo pattern across the

respective island. By and large, Bravo is the predominant contributor.

Table 6 provides 1977 estimates of the CS137 dose rate for
I
these islands. On the basis of the limited comparison performed for

: the Enewetak case, these values could be reduced by a factor of about

: 6 to account for soil migration, provided the geology is similar to’thdt

: for Enewetak.

The final part of this paper js devoted to identifying with

“ high confidence which islands did not receive fallout from the Bikini

tests. Table 4, as discussed above, indicates that only Bravo and

Yankee definitely resulted in fallout on the islands; this is based

on the use of off-site measurements to reconstruct their respective

fallout patterns. The other shots in the Castle operation, for which

there were no off-site measurements, apparently were not a problem.

However, a detailed investigation is warranted and IS reported on in

the appendix.
\ ~lso contained there is an extrapolation of the Bravo

and Yankee patterns *to a level consistent with background.



Table 4. Fallout Fror, Bikini Shots

Of f-<i te
shot

CROSS RO.LDS

Able (6-30-46)

Baker (7-24-46)

CAS7L E

Bravo (2-28-54)

Romeo (3-28-54)

1 Koon (-4-6-54)

Union (4-25-54)

Yankee (5-4-54)

RFD;.lIFiG

Cherokee (5-20-55)

, Zuni (5-27-56)

Flathead (6-11-56)

Dakota (6-25-56)

Navajo (7-10-56)

Tewa (7-21-56) ‘

HARDTACK

Fir (5-11-58)

Nutmeg (5-21-58)

Sycamore (5-31-58)

Maple (6-10-58)

Aspen (6-14~58)

Redwood (6-27-58)

Hickory (6-29-58)

Cedar (7-2-58)

Poplar (7-12-58)

~ Jun~per (7-22-58)

Yield Type

23KT Air

23}(T UN

15~T Surface

+ Barge

11OKT Surface

+ Bzrge

4 Barge

, ->l~~T

3.51fi

+

+

+

5FlT

+

N

N

+

Air

Surface

Barge

Barge

Barge

Barge

6arge

Barge

Barge

Barge

Barge

Barge

Barge

Barge

Barge

Barge

Hind
Dir (to)

!

w

K

E

w

NE

NE

NE
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K

u

W’

Nk’
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u
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H-N
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u
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I
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I

I

I

I

!

I
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1
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No
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Figure 2. Marshall Islands Affected by Bravo and Yankee Fallout
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Table 5. One Hour Dose Rates for Bravo and Yankee

DOS? Rate (R/tir) -.

Is12nd Bravo Yankee

Rongelap 200-2400 100

Ailinginae 100-200 0.1

Rongerik 200-800 10

Taka 20 0.1

Bikar 100 10

Utirik 25 0.1

Ailuk 1 o’

—.. .. . .

.
..- . ...- - —. --

( Table 6.
~*1$/

Lmse Rate Estimates for 1977

I

Island Dose Rate (mR/HR)
-.

Ronge?ap .044 - 3.7

Ailinginae .015 - .030

Rongerik .030 - .12

Taka .003 ““

Bikar . .015

Utirik .004

Ailuk .00015
.—
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On the basis of this investigation, the following islands are

extremely unlikely to have received fallout from the Bikini or Enewetak

tests at levels higher than the background exposure of 200 Kem/yezr:

Motto
k
ikipm .

Ujae otje
Lae Erikub
Lib ●!laloelap
Majuro Arno
Namorik Kili
Kusaie Kwajalein

Aur
Namu
Jabwot
Ailinglapalep
Mili
Narik
Jaluit
Ebon

.
and any other islands circumscribed by the above.

The following islands may have received some fallbut from

nuclear tests. It is unlikely that the intensities would have resulted

in an exposure of mor& than 2 rem the first year; subsequent annual

exposures would have bee-n less than background:

Jenm Ailuk Mejit

The following islands did receive fallout with intensities

ranging from 1 to 2!300 R/hr at 1 hr. They are listed in estim?ted

order of decreasing residual activity:

Rongelap
Taongi (based on cloud drift only - no survey data available)
Rongerik
Ailinginae
Bikar
Utirik
Taka

111. CONCLUSIONS

The above estimates, even when corrected for soil migration,

can only be considered preliminary; they are very likely to be upper

bounds. Note that only CS137 has been considered. The addition of

SrgO (a beta-emitter) and Co60 (which results from weapon debris acti-

vation) are necessary in completing the estimates of the total uctivitY

present.
.-

(
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The distribution of the activity in the soil, plants and organ-

isms will not be determined by a simple survey of surface contamination.

The estimates in this paper, along with such a survey, woul.~ be useful

in determining such a distribution from the following kinds of additional

data:

a.) w?ter table height and variation

b.) physical characteristics of the soil strata

c.) plant categories and root depth.

. .


